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My invention herein disclosed relates to a sig 
nal flag for railway trains. or the like, the prin 
cipal object of which. is to produce a ?ag struc~ 
ture impervious to weather conditions and capable 
of enduring high velocity of travel, the flag ele 
ment being rigid and void of furling. . 
A further object of my invention is to produce 

a ?ag sheet preferably made of plastic material, 
two ply, so that the sides of the sheet will be of 
a solid color through its body and the sides of 
the ?ag differentiating in color from each other, 
said plies being integrally joined and the said 
flag thus constructed being invertible on its staff 
to expose to view an appropriate color as a signal 
to identify the di?erence between trains in transit 
travel. _ . 

A still further object of my invention is to pro 
vide a bracket having a legged seat for the up 
per or lower edge of the flag selectively and being 
positioned between the legs of the seat to avoid 
turning of the flag on its staff, said bracket out~ 
wardly extends from the side of the staff and has 
a clamp integrally joined and bolt means to ad“ 
justably secure the clamp to the said flag stall, 
and the flag body has a cylindrical structure 
formed on one side thereof to removably engage 
on the staff. I 

These and other objects will hereinafter be 
more fully explained, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings forming a part of this 
speci?cation and wherein like characters will 
apply to like parts in the different views. 
Referring to the drawings: 
Fig. l is a side elevation of the flag structure, 

parts removed for convenience of illustration. 
Fig. 2 is a transverse View of Fig. 1, looking 

toward the trailing end of the flag body with re 
spect to the movement of railway trains. 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan View of Fig. 1, a por 

tion of the flag being removed. 
As a more concise description of the invention 

it will be seen that the structure consists of a 
?ag staff I, cylindrical in form with respect to 
cross section, the lower end of which as at A is 
rigidly secured by a suitable supporting bracket 
to the side of a locomotive, its tender, or else 
where as directed, the bracket not shown in the 
drawings. 
Removably mounted on the staff is a flag body 

2, having its free end directed rearward of the 
train and being secured by means later described 
to avoid turning on its sta? prior to or while the 
train is in transit. The other end of said flag 
has a tubular element B integrally joined to the 
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?ag body and adapted to'removably engage on 
the staff while the lower edge of the flag body 
adjacent the staff seats on a bracket 3, said 
bracket being ?rmly secured to the staff by its 
circular clamp portion C and from thence ex 
tending outward at right angle to the vertical 
axis of the sta?, the lapped portion being ten 
sioned together by bolts 4 to bind the circular 
portion ?rmly to the stair. Upwardly positioned 
adjacent the outer end of said lapped portion is 
a pair of legs E, integrally joined thereto and 
being spaced apart in parallelism to receive an 
edge portion or" the said ilag body removably 
seated therein, said legs being spaced outward 
vfrom the staff a suitable distance is means to 
?rmly secure the ?ag body from turning on the 
stair‘, and furthermore the legs upwardly extend 
ing and closely ?tting on the sides of the flag 
body is a mechanical advantage for stability or 
installation for longer duration of service. The 
?ag body as constructed consists of two plies of 
colored plastic material 5 and 6 respectively, 
said plies being of diiierent colors, preferably 
green and white, but not restricted to such alone, 
and such other modifications may be made as lie 
within the scope of the appended claims. 
Having fully described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: ' 

1. In a signal ?ag of the class described, a plas 
tic sheet of suitable width, length and thickness, 
the length being substantially. twice that of its 
width, one half of its length being of white mate 
rial while the other half is of green material, said 
sheet being lapped back on itself to form a two 
ply ?ag body and being integrally secured to- _ 
gether, the body having a, tube formed where the 
sheet laps back on itself and being at the de 
marcuate line of its colors whereby a ?ag body 
is formed substantially rectangular in contour, a 
cylindrical staff insertible through the tube to 
removably carry the flag body so that the same 
may be inverted to exhibit selectively a, conven 
tional color as a code for trains in transit, a ' 
bracket secured to the staff intermediate of its 
ends, said bracket being of a suitable length and 
having a circular portion on one end thereof to 
engage on the stall and havingv means to clamp 
the circular portion rigid on the staff, the other 
end of the said bracket havin" a legged seat in~ 
tegrally joined thereto to support the ?ag body 
against rotation and downward movement on the 
staff as seated in the legged seat. 

2. In a signal flag of the class described, a plas 
ticsheet of suitable width, length and thickness, 
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the length being substantially twice that of its 
width, one half of its length being of white ma; 
terial while the other half is of green material, 
said sheet being lapped back on itself to form 
a two ply flag body and being integrally secured 
together, the body having a tube formed where 
the sheet laps back on itself and being at the, 
demarcuate line of its colors whereby a flag body 
is formed substantially rectangular in contour, a 
cylindrical staff insertible through the tube to re—‘ 
movably carry the ?ag bodyso that the same may 
be inverted to exhibit selectively a conventional 
color as a code for trains in transit, bracket 
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means rigidly secured to the flag staff to carry", 
the ?ag body at a spaced distance outward from 
the staff to avoid turning thereof aroundthe staff 
and secure the ?ag body from sliding downward. I _ 

3. In a signal ?ag of the class described, a flag 
body of suitable length, width and thickness and 
being made from colored plastic material, one 
half of its length being green while the other 
half is white, Said one half portions being equally 
lapped back on themselves and integrally joined 

20 

side to side, means ‘to secure one edge of the flag 
body to a ?ag sta? removably and invertible 
thereon sidewise with respect'to a horizontal 
plane and means rigidly secured to the ?ag staff 
while one portion of said means extends outward 
from said ?ag sta?‘ to carry the ?ag body extend 
ing in one direction for the purpose speci?ed_~ 

v V EARL G. LEACH.‘ 
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